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The International Baccaulareate Diploma Program 
 
“The Diploma Programme: preparing students for success in higher education and 
life in a global society. 
 
The IB Diploma Programme (DP) is an academically challenging and balanced 
programme of education with final examinations that prepares students, aged 16 to 
19, for success at university and life beyond. It has been designed to address the 
intellectual, social, emotional and physical well-being of students. The programme 
has gained recognition and respect from the world’s leading universities. 
 
The Diploma Programme prepares students for effective participation in a rapidly 
evolving and increasingly global society as they: 

• develop physically, intellectually, emotionally and ethically 
• acquire breadth and depth of knowledge and understanding 
• develop the skills and a positive attitude toward learning that will prepare them for 

higher education 
• study at least two languages and increase understanding of cultures, including their 

own 
• make connections across traditional academic disciplines and explore the nature of 

knowledge through the programme’s unique theory of knowledge course 
• undertake in-depth research into an area of interest through the lens of one or more 

academic disciplines in the extended essay 
• enhance their personal and interpersonal development through creativity, action and 

service 
 
Students take written examinations at the end of the programme, which are marked by 
external IB examiners. Students also complete assessment tasks in the school, which are 
either initially marked by teachers and then moderated by external moderators or sent 
directly to external examiners.”   

From http://ibo.org/diploma/ 
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Mission Statements 
 
 
IB Mission Statement 
 
The International Baccalaureate aims to develop inquiring, knowledgeable and 
caring young people who help to create a better and more peaceful world through 
intercultural understanding and respect.  To this end the organization works with 
schools, governments and international organizations to develop challenging 
programmes of international education and rigorous assessment. These 
programmes encourage students across the world to become active, compassionate 
and lifelong learners who understand that other people, with their differences, can 
also be right. 
 
 
Sussex Academy Mission 
 
The mission of the Sussex Academy is to foster academic achievement and social 
responsibility in a small-school environment where students participate in an 
accelerated college preparatory program that prepares them for the technological 
and global challenges of the 21st century and that fosters ethical conduct and service 
to others in their daily lives. 
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IB, AP, Dual Enrollment, Honors, and  
College Preparatory Classes 

Core subjects (English, Math, Social Studies, Science, and World Language) are 
offered at various levels:   

• College Preparatory (CP) courses prepare students for colleges.  College Prep 
courses do not receive any weighting toward GPA. 
 

• Honors subjects implement challenging curricula that prepare students for 
college, but may not necessarily be taught using college-level material.  Honors 
courses usually go more in depth and at a faster pace and use higher-level 
materials than College Prep courses.  Based on teacher recommendations, 
students may change levels from year to year.  Honors courses receive a +0.5 
weighting toward GPA. 

 
• Advanced Placement (AP) courses are rigorous college-level courses that prepare 

students to take an exam to demonstrate accomplishment of college material and 
attain college credit.  AP courses receive a +1 weighting toward GPA. 

o In order to take AP courses, students must complete an application 
and receive a positive evaluation of skills from their current teachers. 

o Most AP courses are best suited for 11th and 12th graders, but AP 
Computer Science Principles can be taken as early as 10th grade.  
Consideration will be given for exceptional 10th graders on a case by case 
basis. 

o Students who are in an AP course are required to take the AP exam.  
(AP Computer Science Principles is the only exception.)  Students who do 
not take the exam will lose the +1 quality point weighting of AP courses. 
 

• Dual Enrollment courses are taught by Del Tech instructors and use the same 
syllabus and materials as the comparable course taught on their campus.  
Students will be expected to complete the same curriculum as a Del Tech student, 
and they will receive Del Tech credit that may be transferable to other colleges. 
Dual Enrollment courses receive a +1 weighting toward GPA. 
 

• International Baccalaureate (IB) subjects are taught according to the rigorous 
college-level expectations established by the IB.  They not only include exams, they 
also include assessments such as presentations, research papers, experiments, 
and recorded commentaries or conversations that are graded by our teachers and 
also are assessed and moderated by IB.  Emphasis is placed on developing the 
traits described in the Learner Profile and developing skills and attributes that will 
enable success at the college level.  Many colleges grant credits for IB courses, 
especially at the Higher Level; consult individual college websites for details.  IB 
courses receive a +1 weighting toward GPA. 

o Theory of Knowledge is an IB-based course.  All juniors are required to take 
Theory of Knowledge.  

o Almost all IB courses are 2-year courses during junior and senior year.  
Sussex Academy does offer courses (IB Design Tech SL) that may be 
completed in one year if prerequisites have been met.  Students completing 
an IB course in one year are called “anticipated” students. 
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o In order to take one or more IB courses, students must complete an 
application and receive a positive evaluation of skills from their 
current teachers. 

IB Diploma  
To earn the IB Diploma, students must meet ALL of the following requirements: 

1. Students must earn the minimum grade in each of 6 IB classes:  English, Social 
Studies, Science, Math, Language, and Arts (or a different class from the other 5 
core classes).   Grades are a combination of an IB final exam as well as other forms 
of internally (teacher graded) and externally (submitted to IB) graded assessments. 

2. Students must also meet the requirements for each of the 3 components of the IB 
“core:”  Creativity, Activity, and Service (CAS), Theory of Knowledge (TOK), and 
Extended Essay (EE). 

3. Of the 6 courses, at least 3 must be Higher Level (HL).   
 

Note that there is a minimum number of points required to earn an IB Diploma.  See the 
IB Handbook for more information.  The IB Diploma requirements are separate from 
(above and beyond) the credits required to receive a Sussex Academy and State of 
Delaware high school diploma. 
 
IB Courses / Certificates 
 While all qualified students who are committed to the goals of the Diploma 
Program are encouraged to pursue the IB Diploma, some students may wish to attempt 
the IB subject requirements for fewer than 6 subjects.  When a student takes individual 
IB subjects but does not attempt the full Diploma Program, IB calls these “IB Courses,” 
and IB issues these students “Certificates” upon completion of each course.  For 
example, a student may pursue IB Courses in only two courses, or a student may even 
choose to pursue 4 or 5 IB Courses.  Students have the flexibility to challenge themselves 
to meet all of the IB expectations only in their areas of strength or interest.  Note that 
Sussex Academy requires all of its students to take at least 1 IB class junior and senior 
year; TOK may be used to meet this requirement. 
 At the completion of the IB Course and final IB exam, the student receives an IB 
Certificate which states that the student completed the IB course and also reports the 
grade.  If the IB Certificate is earned in a Higher Level subject AND meets the 
minimum grade requirement, colleges may grant college credit or advanced 
standing (similar to AP classes).  For this reason, students might consider challenging 
themselves to at least one Higher Level subject. 

TOK is required to earn a Sussex Academy High School Diploma even though CAS, 
TOK, and EE are not required to earn an IB Certificate.  This means that students who 
are not attempting the IB Diploma do not need to complete the Extended Essay 
and may complete the SA Community Service requirements instead of the CAS 
requirements. 

Due to the different assessments which are required of DP and Courses students , 
students must declare their intention to attempt an IB Diploma or Course in the spring of 
the sophomore year.  Students will officially register and pay for IB final exams at the 
beginning of their senior year (students who are taking the one-year IB Design Tech SL 
course will need to register in fall of junior year).  Students may therefore change from IB 
Diploma to IB Course or Honors (or from IB Course to Honors) until the spring of the 
junior year.   After the start of junior year, it is not possible to switch from IB Course or 
Honors to IB Diploma due to the additional IB requirements.  Note that registering for 
year 2 of an IB course will signal a commitment to take the IB exam at the end of the 
course.  All students registering for an IB Year 2 course will be required to pay all 
exam and registration fees, as outlined in this handbook. 
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Who is suited for the IB Diploma Program? 
Any Sussex Academy student earning a 90% or better in all of his/her core classes may challenge 
himself/herself to the full IB Diploma Program (DP).  Students may want to consider pursuing IB 
Courses only in the areas of their strengths if they do not have a 90% or better in all core classes.  
While the IB program is challenging and rigorous, it is not exclusive.  IB students will need to work 
hard!  
 
Characteristics and requisite skills needed by the IB DP candidate would include:  

x 90% final average in the current core subject aligned with each IB subject 
x The ability to successfully manage multiple demanding classes simultaneously 
x The willingness to develop and consistently work hard and apply self-discipline, self-

motivation, and time management 
x The capability to become a critical and creative thinker 
x An eagerness to acquire an international outlook 
x Resiliency and determination to sustain high quality coursework over the 2-year time 

period 
x The willingness to self-advocate and reflect 
x due to the nature of IB level work, excellent attendance, with few to no absences 

 
Teacher recommendations are a strong predictor of student success in an IB course.  To be 
scheduled into an IB course, students must receive the recommendation of the Sussex Academy 
department in the same subject as the IB course sought.  If a student does not receive a 
recommendation and, after consultation with the teacher and IB Coordinator, still wishes to 
participate in the IB course, the student and parent must submit a “Parental Request for Override 
of IB Course Recommendation” form to the Director for approval.   These forms are available from 
the IB Coordinators. 
 

Online IB Options 
In order to provide as many options to IB Diploma candidates as possible, Sussex Academy is 
pleased to offer online IB courses through Pamoja Education (PamojaEducation.com), the only 
authorized provider of online IB courses.  Their IB curriculum includes a combination of live 
lessons, online discussions, and activities and assessments that meet all of the same rigorous 
standards as in-person IB courses.  Due to the web-based nature of the course, students will 
have online classmates from around the world.  Students would be scheduled a dedicated class 
period in the library when they may work on their online IB course.  Online courses include 
Business Management SL/HL, Economics SL/HL, Integrated Technology in a Global Society 
(ITGS) SL/HL, Philosophy SL, Psychology SL/HL, and Film SL.   
 
Since there are in-person opportunities to take IB courses with our teachers, Sussex Academy 
will pay the online tuition and fees only for those students who are Diploma Program students 
and who have reliably demonstrated good time management and self-discipline in their 
present coursework.  Students who wish to enroll in an online course should be dedicated to 
their success in the online course as they would all other in-person classes.  A contract must be 
signed by both student and parent before online enrollment will be processed.  A student 
wishing to withdraw from an online course will be responsible for any penalties or fees 
imposed from Pamoja Education.  Non-DP students who wish to enroll in an online course may 
do so at their own expense. A two-year Pamoja course costs about $2,300. 
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IB Diploma Requirements 
 

To earn the IB Diploma, students must meet ALL of the 
following requirements: 

1. Complete and earn the minimum grade (see p. 
10) in each of the 6 groups:   

1. Language and Literature (English) 
2. Language Acquisition (Spanish) 
3. Individuals and Societies (History of the 

Americas) 
4. Sciences (Design Tech or Chemistry) 
5. Mathematics  (Math HL or Math SL) 
6. Arts (or any other  

 
7. class from the above groups) 

➢ All IB courses are taught over 2 years, except for IB Design Tech SL which is a one-
year (“anticipated”) course. 

➢ All IB courses require assessments within the classroom which are graded by the Sussex 
Academy teacher but moderated by the IB.   

➢ A final exam at the end of each 2-year course (assessed by IB graders) is also required.  

2. Of the 6 courses, at least 3 must be Higher Level (HL).  Taking more than 3 HL courses 
is not recommended.   The other 3 courses are taken at the Standard Level (SL).  HL 
courses cover a greater breadth and depth of content than SL. 
 

3. Meet all of the requirements for CAS.  This will include developing and implementing 
projects and/or activities outside of the school day that involve creativity (art, music, 
photography, dance, drama, etc.), activity (sports, physical activity, etc.) and service 
(contributing to one’s community or society). Each student will be paired with a Sussex 
Academy advisor to supervise and support the student’s progress. 
 

4. Earn the minimum grades (see page 11) for Theory or Knowledge (TOK) and  Extended 
Essay (EE). 

• The Extended Essay is a personal research project based on a topic of the 
student’s choice within the parameters of IB’s requirements.  The essays 
should be between approximately 4000 words in length and require about 
40 hours of independent research.  While the EE is graded by an IB grader, 
a Sussex Academy teacher will be assigned to supervise and support the 
student’s progress. 

• Theory of Knowledge is a course designed to review and challenge 
knowledge through interdisciplinary studies.  Students will complete an 
essay of approximately l600 words, an individual oral presentation, and a 
self-evaluation report which are assessed by the TOK teacher. 
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Points needed for the IB Diploma  
 
Each of the six subjects is graded on the following 1 to 7 point scale: 
  7= Excellent 
  6= Very good 
  5 = Good 
  4 = Satisfactory 
  3 = Mediocre 
  2 = Poor 
  1 = Very poor 
The points represent a grade which is a combination of the final exam score and 
other forms of assessment completed throughout the course. 
 
Up to 3 points are added to the student’s total score based on the combined 
performance in TOK and EE (see page 11).  Satisfactory completion of CAS is 
required, but no points are awarded.   The maximum DP score is 45, though 
achieving this is very rare.   
 
The following are the requirements for the award of an IB diploma: 
 

x A minimum of 24 points must be earned. 

x CAS requirements have been met. 
x There is no “N” awarded for TOK, the EE or for a contributing subject. 
x There is no grade E awarded for TOK and/or the EE. 
x There is no grade 1 awarded in a subject/level. 
x There are no more than two grade 2s awarded (HL or SL). 
x There are no more than three grade 3s or below awarded (HL or SL). 
x The candidate has gained 12 points or more on HL subjects. (For candidates 

who register for four HL subjects, the three highest grades count.) 
x The candidate has gained 9 points or more on SL subjects. (Candidates who 

register for two SL subjects must gain at least 5 points at SL.) 
x The candidate has not received a penalty for academic misconduct from the 

final award committee. 
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Points awarded for TOK and EE 
 
 
Grades for TOK and EE are earned on an A-E scale: 
 A = Excellent 
 B = Good 
 C = Satisfactory 
 D = Mediocre 
 E = Poor 
 
Using the combined grades obtained in TOK and EE, a maximum of 3 points can be 
awarded toward the IB Diploma as indicated on the matrix below: 
 

  Extended Essay Grade 

  A B C D E 

 
TOK  
Grade 

A +3 points +3 +2 +2  
Failing 

condition 
B +3 +2 +2 +1 

C +2 +2 +1 0 

D +2 +1 0 0 

E Failing Condition 
 

 
 
A result of an “E” grade on either TOK or EE results in a failing condition; the 
student would no longer be eligible to receive an IB Diploma. 
 
For example, if a student earned a C in TOK and a B in EE, 2 points will be awarded 
toward the IB Diploma.   If a student earned a B for EE and an A for TOK, 3 points 
will be awarded. 
 
Earning an A grade on one component where the other grade is an E still results in 
zero points and a failing condition. 
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How is the IB student assessed? 
 
IB assessment procedures emphasize that the student understands and applies 
knowledge, not just simply regurgitates information.  IB assessments are criterion-
referenced, not norm referenced.  This means that the student is graded against a set 
of criteria and expected outcomes, not graded on a “curve” where a set percentage 
of students earn a particular grade. 
 
Students are given a variety of assessments in order to provide opportunities to 
demonstrate their abilities and learning styles.  Most courses have assessments 
which are graded internally (by their teacher) but these are also externally 
moderated (student work is graded by the IB to ensure that IB standards and 
practices are being uniformly applied by the teachers).  Some assessments, such as 
the final exams, are entirely externally graded (graded by an independent IB 
examiner). 
 
Different courses will utilize different forms of assessment, which may include the 
following: 

x Research papers – such as the EE (which is graded by an external examiner but 
accompanied by a report from the EE mentor teacher) or smaller works completed 
in a course (usually internally assessed and externally moderated). 
 

x Oral examinations – an oral interview with the foreign language teacher 
(recordings of these conversations are externally moderated) 
 

x Internal Assessments (IA’s) – this may be project work, fieldwork, lab work, or 
other coursework that follows the framework required by IB.  All IA’s are 
externally moderated. 
 

x Written examinations – held in May of the senior year, and may contain short 
answer, and essay, and/or multiple choice questions.  All exams are externally 
assessed and are taken under strict, controlled testing conditions. 
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How much does it cost? 
 
There is no cost to take any IB course at Sussex Academy.  TOK, CAS, and EE are also 
offered at no cost to the student.  Students enrolling in the second year of an IB course are 
required to complete all IA’s and take the IB exam. 
  
There are registration and exam fees imposed by IB in order for a student to take any 
number of IB examinations; exams are required to earn the IB Diploma or IB Certificate.   
  
For the Classes of 2020 and 2021, students will be required to pay half of the cost of the 
registration fee and half the cost of each exam.  In 2019 the registration fee was $172 (half 
= $86) and each subject exam was $120 (half = $60).   
 
Students who participate in the reduced lunch program will be expected to contribute one-
fourth of the cost, or $217 for a Diploma candidate ($29 per exam plus $43 registration 
fee).  Students eligible for free lunch will be exempt from all registration and exam fees. 
  
Students who register for an exam but do not complete all IA’s and/or sit for the 
exam will owe Sussex Academy the full cost of the exam plus the school portion of 
the registration fees, regardless of lunch benefit status.  (IB allows for make-up exams 
only in the case of extenuating circumstances.) 
 
These fees are subject to change upon review by Sussex Academy and notification of exam 
fee increases from the International Baccalaureate Organization (IBO). 
 
 

What does an IB Diploma mean? 
 
Students earning an IB diploma have demonstrated that they have successfully 
completed a rigorous college-preparatory program.  Universities across the country 
recognize that students who have earned an IB Diploma are much more likely to be 
prepared for the demands of college.  Acceptance rates into many selective colleges 
are significantly higher for IB Diploma students.  Many highly competitive 
universities also grant advanced standing or course credits to students who have 
scored well on the final exams (similar to AP exams). 
 
While there are external benefits (potential college credits, college admission 
preference, etc.), perhaps the most important benefits of the IB program are 
intrinsic.  IB students grow and develop academically and personally, preparing 
them not only for the challenges of college but also for those of life in general.   
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http://ibo.org/myib/digitaltoolkit/files/pdfs/10_reasons_EN.pdf 
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Academic Honesty 
 
Sussex Academy and the IB Program take academic honesty very seriously.   
 
Upon enrolling in any IB course (whether for Diploma, Certificate, or coursework credit only), 
students are required to review the IB policy on academic honesty.  While this policy is lengthy, it 
is important to read and understand this document.  IB teachers and external examiners are 
instructed by the IBO to recognize and report all incidents of plagiarism, collusion, and cheating of 
any kind.  The IBO will investigate all reported cases; students may be disqualified from the IB 
program if found to have committed academic malpractice. 
 
Students and parents are required to sign the Academic Honesty Agreement.  This document 
states that the student and parent understand the policies, guidelines, requirements, and 
consequences described below. 

 
Sussex Academy’s Academic Honesty policy reads as follows: 
 
“Both the Sussex Academy and the International Baccalaureate Organization emphasize 
responsible citizenship, ethical behavior, and academic integrity.  Each student at Sussex Academy 
is expected to adopt and demonstrate high standards of each of these principles.   
 
Academic Integrity: Infractions against academic integrity may occur when a student: 
  
 Colludes or Conspires:  giving or receiving any unauthorized assistance on an 
 assessment or any form of academic work; 
  Testing: 

• Utilizing an electronic device(s) to gain an unfair advantage 
• Previewing test questions by acquiring copies of questions or by viewing a test 

or quiz prior to its administration. 
• Questioning another student regarding the content of a test or quiz that he/she 

has already taken. 
• Sharing the content of a test with a student who has yet to take it  
• Sharing answers with another student during a test or quiz 
• Looking at someone else’s paper during a test or quiz 
• Referring to and/or using impermissible notes or documents of any sort during a 

test or quiz 
  Assignments: 

• Presenting work as your own that has been copied/taken from another student 
or source 

• Providing another student the opportunity to review or copy any assignment(s) 
you have completed  

• The purchasing or selling of work 
    

Plagiarizes:  copying, summarizing, and/or paraphrasing the intellectual property* of another 
individual and presenting the work as your own without providing required citing and 
bibliographic information to acknowledge the creator/author of the source 

*This includes ideas and/or material from any source – books, periodicals, 
newspapers, TV, radio, Internet sites, etc.   
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The International Baccalaureate Organization and Sussex Academy treat violations of the 
Academic Integrity Policy as a serious matter.  The IBO and Sussex Academy do not discern 
whether an incident of collusion and/or plagiarism was intentional; the act of such is 
addressed, not the intent.  
 
Whenever a student’s academic integrity has been questioned, the student and 
parent(s)/guardian(s) may appear at a hearing before the Academic Review Committee, which 
could include the IB Coordinator, a Director, and an impartial teacher. At the conclusion of the 
hearing, the student could face disciplinary actions and/or exclusion from the IB external 
assessment(s).  
 
The IBO will not accept work submitted for external assessment or moderation unless it contains a 
teacher signature confirming, to the best of the teacher’s knowledge, the authenticity of the 
student’s work.  No mark will be given and no grade will be awarded in the content area for the 
task if a teacher’s signature is not on the document.  To ensure the authenticity of the students’ 
work, all assessments will be verified electronically prior to IBO submission.  Students may be 
required to provide evidence of their work to the teacher and/or IBO Coordinator to help ensure 
its authenticity.  Examples of acceptable evidence shall include hand-written notes, drafts, outlines 
and/or graphic organizers, and any other documents deemed necessary by the teacher and/or IB 
Coordinator. 
 
Any assignments submitted for internal assessment to and by IB teachers are subject to the same 
scrutiny as those submitted and assessed externally by the IBO.  Work that is deemed 
“questionable” will be sent to the IB coordinator and the parents/guardians will be contacted.  The 
student will receive a zero for that assignment, with no opportunity to re-do the assignment or 
complete an alternate assignment. In the event of a second offense, the student and 
parent(s)/guardian(s) must appear before the Academic Review Committee.  A second offense 
may result in additional disciplinary actions, which could include removal from the IB Diploma 
Programme.   
 
Students who are enrolled at Sussex Academy and their parent(s)/guardian(s) are required to 
sign the Academic Integrity Policy included in the student handbook.” 
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Important IB Dates  
(Some dates may need to be adjusted) 

 
Month Subject What’s Planned 

Summer 

Literature Year 2 

Report to teachers over the summer for finalizing: 
Literature WA, History IA,  Math IA, and Extended Essay 

History Year 2 

Math Year 2 

EE Year 2 

August 
Literature Year 2 Final copy of WA due first week of school 

History Year 2 Final copy of IA due first week of school 

September CAS Year 1 Meet with parents and students about CAS program 

October 

Chemistry Year 1 
Group 4 project 

Design Tech Year 1 

Spanish Year 2 Interactive oral (#3 of 3)  

Chemistry Year 2 IA Research plan due 

November 
Math SL & HL Year 2 Rough draft of IA  

EE Year 2 Final draft of EE  

TOK Year 2 Start TOK essay and presentations 

December 

CAS Year 1 Meet with individual students to review progress (Interview #1 of 3) 

Chemistry Year 2  IA Experimental research complete 

Math SL& HL Year 2 IA’s returned to students for revision 

TOK Year 2 Rough Draft of TOK essay due 

January 

Literature Year 1 IOP’s 

Spanish Year 1 Interactive Oral (#1 of 3) 

EE Year 1 Start topic selection process 

Literature Year 2 IOC’s 

Chemistry Year 2 IA Rough Draft due 

Math Year 2 Final IA due  

TOK Year 2 Final draft of essay due 
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February  
Spanish Year 2 Written Assessment  

Chemistry Year 2 IA Final Draft due 

March  

Spanish Year 2 Individual Oral Presentation  

Design Tech (Year 1 
anticipated & Year 2) Final IA due 

ALL Year 2 Mock Exams March and April 

CAS Year 2 Complete final individual interview (#3 of 3) 

April 

Literature Year 1 Start WA 

Spanish Year 1 Interactive oral (#2 of 3) 

History Year 1 Start IA 

CAS Year 2 CAS requirements must be completed by April 1 

May 

Literature Year 1 Rough draft WA papers due 

Math Year 1 Start Exploration (IA)  

CAS Year 1 Meet with individual students to review progress (#2 of 3) 

ALL subjects Year 2 Late April to mid-May:  EXAMS (times and dates TBA when available) 

June  
History Year 1 IA rough draft due 

EE Year 1 Rough draft due 
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Contact Information and Internet resources 
 
Sussex Academy  
To reach all staff or for the school secretary: 
 302-856-3636 
 Fax:  302-856-3376 
 
Sussex Academy IB and CAS Co-Coordinators 

Debbie Fees 
 Debbie.Fees@saas.k12.de.us  
 
 Jennifer Leonard 
 Jennifer.Leonard@saas.k12.de.us 
 
Sussex Academy Director of Instruction and Curriculum 
 Dr. Patricia Oliphant 
 Patricia.Oliphant@saas.k12.de.us  
 302-856-3636 
  
Extended Essay Co-Coordinators 
 Sara Messina 
 Sara.Messina@saas.k12.de.us 
 
 Jennifer Leonard 
 Jennifer.Leonard@saas.k12.de.us 
 
 

Helpful websites: 
 
IB Programme:  
 ibo.org 
 
IB Diploma Programme:  
 ibo.org/diploma/ 
 
Pamoja Education (online IB courses): 
 PamojaEducation.com 
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Glossary of IB terms and abbreviations 
Term or 

abbreviation 
Explanation 

CAS Creativity (arts, music, drama, etc.), Action (physical activity and sports), and 
Service (volunteering).  Students complete projects and reflections in each of 
these 3 areas.  CAS is a requirement for a Sussex Academy diploma. 

Certificate Certificates are earned when a student takes an IB Course and completes all IB 
assessments but does not attempt the IB Diploma; this may qualify the student 
for college advanced standing or college credits if the course was at the HL level 

core (of IB) EE, TOK and CAS 

Course  When a student takes an IB class with all of the IB papers, assessments, and 
exams, but the student does not attempt the full Diploma Program, IB calls this 
class an “IB Course.”  A Certificate is given at the completion of the Course. 

Diploma Program 
(IB Diploma) 

students complete all the coursework, core requirements, and assessments to 
gain points toward the IB Diploma 

DP Diploma Program  

EE Extended Essay (big research paper that is mostly completed between junior 
and senior year).  EE is NOT a requirement for a Sussex Academy diploma. 

examiner an IB-trained grader who assesses final exams and other externally moderated 
work 

externally 
moderated 

The Sussex Academy teacher grades an assessment, but the IB requires that a 
random sample be sent to IB to be graded by IB examiners.  This makes sure 
that the IB standards are being consistently applied at all IB schools. 

Group a subject (English, Math, Science, Social Studies, Language, Arts) 

HL Higher Level (greater breadth and depth of study than SL) 

IA Internal Assessment (may be a research paper, lab, or project depending on the 
class) 

IBO International Baccalaureate Organization;  administers and oversees all of the 
IB Programmes 

Interactive oral in-class discussion (usually graded) 

IOC Individual Oral Commentary (an impromptu lengthy speech about a poem) 

Learner profile The set of 10 traits that form the basis for teaching and learning in the IB 
Program. 

mock exams practice final exams (held a few weeks before the actual final exams);  are 
administered exactly the same as the actual exams 
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paper either short for "research paper” or  IB uses this term to also mean "exam" 

Pamoja Education The IB-authorized provider of online IB courses.  Their website is 
pamojaeducation.com . 

SL Standard Level (less breadth and depth of study than HL) 

TOK Theory of Knowledge (course that studies the nature of knowledge and 
knowing).  TOK is also a requirement for a Sussex Academy diploma. 
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